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Message from the Chairman
Welcome to issue 68 of the Listening Post (LP), the
newsletter/magazine of the Western Front Association
– Pacific Coast Branch (PCB). Thanks to all the contributors and a special thanks to editor Robert Forbes
whose production values and content make this a very
professional and top notch publication. While on the
topic of publications, congratulations are extended to
Alan MacLeod on the launch of his book Remembered
in Bronze and Stone which is an enlarged version of
the presentation he made to the branch at the 2014
seminar.
The principal order of business for this message is to
announce an upcoming change in branch organization.
Gavin Cooper will “stand to” for the position of Vicechair and thus, will be standing down from the role of
secretary-treasurer/registrar. This creates the following opportunity for a member, preferably in the Greater Victoria area:
Position Available: WFA–Pacific Coast Branch Secretary-Treasurer/Registrar
The principal duties are to: receive and record seminar
registrations and membership forms and fees, deposit
funds received, maintain a simple set of books
(computer required) and co-sign and distribute
cheques for payments. Most of the activity takes place
between January and the end of March.
While this is an important role that requires attention
to detail, it is not onerous. It is important for the
smooth operation of the seminar and branch, so
please consider “standing to” to assist. To discuss this
position please contact John Azar as soon as possible.
We will establish a post-box address in Victoria for the
receipt of mailed registration forms and dues and the
credit union account will be moved to a Victoria area
branch. This has to happen soon so the information
can be reflected in the 2017 seminar registration form
and in an updated branch information sheet. Gavin will
continue to be the principal greeter/host and registrar’s assistant at the annual seminar, so nothing visually will change.
Also required to complete the seminar registration
form is your input to a suggested change in seminar
fees and membership dues. I will be sending all mem2
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bers an e-message with a resolution a few days
after the distribution of this issue of the LP. (There
will be no increase to members.)
The 2017 seminar program is full and will be distributed once we have agreement on the fee
structure and the speakers have been slotted into
the schedule.
Merry Christmas, Happy Chanukah, Seasons
Greetings …
John

Western Front Association
Pacific Coast Branch
The Pacific Coast Branch of The Western Front Association was founded in 1999 and has members from the
Provinces of British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan
and Ontario; and the States of Washington, Oregon,
California, Virginia, Georgia, Massachusetts and Michigan. The worldwide membership in the Western Front
Association is over 6500 and there are 60 separate
Branches and Branch Chapters in Europe, North America, Australia and New Zealand.
The WFA is non-political and does not seek to glorify
war, nor is it a re-enactment society. Its principal objective is to perpetuate the memory, courage and comradeship of the people on all sides who served their
countries during the Great War in and over France and
Belgium, on other fronts, at sea and in their own countries.
Another important objective is to inform and educate
the public on the continuing relevance the Great War
has on the modern world.
Chairman
Vice Chairman
Treasurer
Editor

John Azar, Victoria, BC
Doug Slowski, Nanaimo, BC
Gavin Cooper, Lantzville, BC
Robert Forbes, Victoria, BC

The Listening Post
This newsletter is produced by the Western Front Association, Pacific Coast Branch. Membership in the
WFA-PBC is $35.00 annually and includes subscription
to the Listening Post. Submission of
pictures and articles can be sent via
email to
editor@wfapacificcoast.org .
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Vimy100 at the Bay Street Armoury
John Azar

The Honourary Colonels and Commanding Officers of The Canadian Scottish Regiment (Princess Mary’s) and
the 5th (British Columbia) Field Artillery Regiment, RCA, will be hosting an open house and commemoration
event: Vimy100 at the Bay Street Armoury (BSA) on Sunday April 9, 2017.
Approximately 30 military units, regimental-family organizations, cadet units, veterans’ organizations, museums, archives, community heritage and history groups will participate with displays and performances. We
will be commemorating Canada’s success at the Battle of Vimy Ridge, the selection of this site for the Canadian National Vimy Memorial and the continuing significance the site and memorial have for Canadians.

Free Public Event Components
Open House: 10:00 am – 4:00 pm
The Military Then and Now Displays
Militia units from the Bay Street Armoury and the Lt. General Ashton Armoury will have displays
and demonstrations related to their historical and modern activities. Cadet units will be participating in a variety of ways.
Museums, Archives, History and Heritage Group Displays
Civilian organizations will showcase their material and information related to Vimy and the First
World War—overseas and at home. They will also promote their other activities and initiatives.
Tea Party
The Canadian Scottish Regiment Women’s Auxiliary will be holding a traditional tea party in the Currie dining room featuring costumes, food, music and skits from the Great War era.
Musical Interludes and Commemoration Program
Military and non-military musical interludes will be taking place throughout the day. A 45-minute
commemoration program will feature stories, bands, songs and slides that take us on an historic tour
from time of the Battle of Vimy Ridge, through the design and unveiling of the National Vimy Monument in the 1930s, and on to the 100th anniversary and the continuing relevance of the site and monument.
Contact

Event planning is being co-chaired by Lieutenant Colonel Stephen Sawyer, Commanding Officer of The Canadian Scottish Regiment (Princess Mary’s) and John Azar, Chair of the Western Front Association – Pacific
Coast Branch (WFA-PCB).
For more information, please contact John Azar
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Book Review: Eyes All Over the Sky
Dr. James Streckfuss, Casemate Publishers (www.casematepublishers.com), 2016
Hardcover; ISBN 978-1-61200-367-2
By Steve Suddaby (WFA)
This is not only a good book, it’s an important book. Jim Streckfuss’s Eyes All Over the Sky argues convincingly that the least-studied segment of WWI aviation, aerial reconnaissance, was also the most important.
The landplanes, seaplanes, and captive balloons devoted to observation turned artillery into the dominant
force on the WWI battlefield by extending its range and accuracy to an extent unimaginable in past wars.
Aerial photography conducted by planes and balloons became the most important intelligence source by
far for battlefield commanders at all levels. For the first time in history, commanders did not have to wonder what was over the next hill—weather permitting, they had photographs and photo-based maps, some
of which were only hours old.
Streckfuss provides some fascinating insights into
why the aerial reconnaissance aircraft ended up
taking a back seat to the fighters and bombers in
the minds of the public during the war and in the
publications of aviation historians in the century
since. The mystique of the fighter pilot is well understood, but lesser known is the need for those
advocating independent air forces (in several countries) to stress offensive “air power” and deemphasize the role that was tied to the ground armies; i.e., observation. He insightfully points out
that this has created a situation in the writing of
history that often made it appear that the air war
conducted by fighters and bombers was completely independent from the ground war—a false and
even absurd conclusion.
Much of the value of Eyes All Over the Sky comes
from the fact that Streckfuss covers the entire air
war—not just landplanes, but also naval aircraft
and balloons. Including the latter provides an eyeopening perspective on what was really important
to the nations that invested huge amounts of
scarce resources to create their air services. This
well-researched history belongs on the shelf of anyone with a serious interest in the air war or the
ground war of 1914-1918.
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Olympic Grenade Thower
Patrick Sawyer, London Telegraph
If ever there was a man who could lead a squadron of soldiers tasked with throwing bombs at enemy lines it
was Alfred Flaxman. He had, after all, made his name at the 1908 London Olympics, during which he competed in the discus, javelin and high jump.
It was Flaxman's fearsome strength which caught the eye of his commanding officers when he joined up with
the South Staffordshire Regiment in June 1915. Flaxman was chosen to lead the a company of bombers on
account of the prowess he had demonstrated during training in Etaples, northern France, when he threw a
bomb well over a distance of 75 yards.
But his skill at throwing – demonstrated at the Olympics seven years earlier - was to be his undoing.

Second Lieutenant Flaxman was killed on the first day of the battle of the Somme, during an ill-fated diversionary attack at Gommecourt. During the first wave of British assaults Flaxman, who was in command of a
company of bombers, was caught in barbed wire as he tried to push forward and was killed by German machine gun fire.
The 36-year-old from Wombwell, South Yorkshire, was one of dozens of British Olympians killed during the
First World War. They had proved themselves to be, in the motto of the Olympics, the “fastest, highest,
strongest” of their generation but their athletic achievements were no defence when war broke out between the great European powers.
One by one they were cut down, their Olympic ideals no defence against the machine guns, mines and
bombs of modern mechanised warfare.
But it was not the only country to lose the flower of its athletic youth. France had 29 Olympians killed, along
with 22 from Germany and 10 from Hungary. Austria, Russia and Canada each lost five Olympians, with three
Australians killed, two from Belgium and the US and one from South Africa, Haiti, Serbia, New Zealand, Finland and Italy.
Flaxman, a gifted artist and musician, had taken up the hammer throw and pole vault after moving to London
to study at the Royal Academy of Music. Under the tutelage of the German athlete and trainer Eugene
Sandow – known as the father of modern bodybuilding – he
also became a distinguished boxer and gymnast.
Selected for the 1908 Games, Flaxman is said to have
“competed hard” in the discus, Greek discus, free style javelin and standing high jump, but missed out on any medals.
Flaxman, nicknamed the "Army's pocket athlete", was described by Lt FAM Webster as “a simple gentleman, the best
of sportsmen and a very gallant soldier” who could “bend a
horseshoe” and “rip a half pack of playing cards in half”.
On hearing news of his death Flaxman’s brother, Samuel,
who was serving with the Royal Army Medical Corps went in
search of his remains. They were never found.
He is commemorated on the Thiepval memorial, but has until now been largely forgotten by his home town of Wombwell, where his parent’s grave – on which his name and
achievements are inscribed - lies crumbling with neglect.
5
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Memorials Honour our Dead Across Three Conflicts
Dave Obee, Editor in Chief, Victoria Times-Colonist
Remembered In Bronze and Stone
By Alan Livingston MacLeod
Heritage, 192pp, $24.95
On Sunday, July 12, 1925, an estimated 3,000 people gathered at Parliament Square to witness the
unveiling of Victoria’s war memorial, the monument to the fallen soldiers of the First World War.
The Daily Colonist said the ceremony took place
“under a solemn sky, veiled with portentous
clouds — a typical Flanders sky.”
This was a reference to the area in Belgium where
so many Canadians gave their lives. “Those who
saw the ceremony will not soon forget it,” the Colonist said. “The scene was impressive. In the background rose the stately grey pile of the Parliament
buildings. “Massed under the leafy trees and
among the clusters of vivid flowers on the spacious green lawns were crowds of people. Further
thousands packed the four streets meeting at the
corner where the memorial stands.”
The ceremony was led by Lt.-Gov. Walter Cameron Nichol. Among the dignitaries who attended
were Col. Cy Peck, a winner of the Victoria Cross;
Sydney March, the sculptor responsible for the
monument; his brother Vernon, who was also a
sculptor; and lawyer Lindley Crease, who had
been the chairman of the war memorial committee. That committee was crucial to the creation of Victoria’s war memorial, since it was not a government
initiative. It was built by public subscription, with fundraising started in September 1924.
Frederick Bernard Pemberton played a key role in organizing the committee, coming up with a design for the
memorial and seeing it built. He enlisted his friend, Lindley Crease, to lead the fundraising drive. Nichol, the
lieutenant-governor, gave the campaign a healthy start when he contributed $5,000. He gave another $500
at the end, to help carry the campaign over its goal. The second-largest donation came from the Union Club,
which contributed $771 on behalf of its members. The memorial cost $13,000, at a time when a nice home
might go for $2,500. The base alone, built by John Mortimer and Son, was worth $5,650.
The Victoria memorial is one of those featured in Alan Livingstone MacLeod’s marvelous new book, Remembered in Bronze and Stone. It is a celebration of monuments found across Canada, complete with colour photographs and stories. Those stories touch on many different aspects, including the history of the memorials
included, information on the communities then and now, and some of the people who went from those
communities to fight in the Great War.
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The result is a tourist guide of sorts — a journey across Canada, with stops at war memorials, and with
enough good information to make the reader want to do the same tour — or at least, check out the memorials close to home. MacLeod notes the similarities between memorials in different communities; in some cases, the same designs were shared. More importantly, he also deals with the poor condition he found when
he visited some of the memorials.
The book becomes, to a certain extent, a call for the preservation of these memorials. All of the soldiers who
fought in the Great War have gone, and Second World War veterans are also fading away. It is important for
us to remember what they did for their country, and for us.
There is a good chance that Remembered in Bronze and Stone would not have been written without the inspiration provided by people in Victoria, most notably Sidney Allinson. At a meeting of the Pacific Coast
branch of the Western Front Association, Allinson insisted that MacLeod’s work on memorials needed to be
in a book. MacLeod lives in Victoria.
He credits four others from here, all members of the association — John Azar, Mary Sanseverino, Wayne
Ralph and Barry Gough — for helping to get the project moving. All of these people did a service to all of us.
After a century, it is hard to find something new to write about the First World War, but this book takes an
important step forward.
he Victoria memorial has been an important monument adjacent to the Inner Harbour for more than 90
years. It is a place for the community to remember, and for younger people to start to understand the sacrifices made by their ancestors. Our memorial also has a strong connection with a more prominent one.
After Vernon March watched the unveiling of his brother Sydney’s work, he won the contract for the National War Memorial in Ottawa. Vernon March did not live to see the completion of the national monument in
1932, but his efforts on behalf of the nation are appreciated every day, in every year.

The End of the Somme
The battle ended in midNovember, after over a million
casualties were inflicted on all
sides. The end result was that Allies advanced their lines nearly
ten kilometres.
Pictured here are elements of
British Cavalry and transport units
where the French and Britisb lines
met, in November.
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THE SOMME: WAR'S WORST DAY
By Sidney Allinson
th

This year, 2016, marked the 100 . Anniversary of the Battle of the Somme, one of the costliest military combats in European history, that lasted 141 days, from July 1 to November 18, 1916. The official total number of
British and Commonwealth casualties during those tragic months was 419, 654 -- dead, wounded, and missing.
The carnage began at 7:30 a.m. on the beautiful red dawn of Saturday, July 1, 1916, when 14 British divisions
of the Fourth Army rose from their trenches to advance along a front of 18 miles. By day’s end, 20,000 of its
soldiers were killed — the heaviest loss ever suffered in a single day by a British army. Their assault target
hinged on a small river named the Somme in Picardy, northern France.
Most troops were eager civilian volunteers from among patriotic tens of thousands who had answered the
call to join Field Marshal Horatio Kitchener’s “New Army” in every regiment and corps. Many had enlisted
together locally, in “Pals” battalions. They proudly retained their unofficial titles, such as Durham Pals, Hull
Commercials, Grimsby Chums, Public Schoolboys, Belfast Young Citizens, Tyneside Scottish, Liverpool Irish,
Hull T’Others, Bantams, Glasgow Tramways, the Boy's Brigade, and so on.
Two exceptions to the all-United Kingdom composition of British troops initially on the Somme were the
Newfoundland Regiment and the Bermuda Volunteer Corps. (At start of the Somme battle, the Canadian
Corps was still in Belgium, where it had fought since early 1915. Fortunate for them, indeed, that they were
not engaged in the initial Somme attack, as over-optimistic planning by Senior Staff initially resulted in the
wholesale slaughter of troops.)
When officers’ whistles shrilled at 7:30 a.m., that fateful day, doomed soldiers swarmed out of their trenches, bayonets gleaming in the morning light. Some men of the East Surrey Regiment even booted soccer-balls
ahead, in sporting allusion to the “kick-off.” Wave after wave of troops, 62,000 in the first phase, set off up
the slope, all confident and eager to get to grips with “the Huns”.
Within minutes, they were being slaughtered in the thousands. Each man burdened with a load of heavy
equipment and ordered to cross No Man’s Land at a slow steady pace, the troops stumbled over broken,
shell-pitted ground, and struggled to get through deep barriers of barbed-wire entanglements. Whole battalions were mown down at a time, suffering death or mutilation from concentrated point-blank fire of massed
German machine-guns, rifles, and artillery.
Still they went forward. Drilled repeatedly to march in straight lines, strictly disciplined under threat of harsh
punishment, possessed of dogged personal courage, the Tommies slogged on, despite murderous fire. The
machine-gun earned its dreadful reputation that day, as hundreds of them raked deliberately back and forth,
spewing a whistling sleet of bullets -- cheep~cheep-cheep -- scything through the slowly marching lines of
khaki. The Somme became a killing-ground soaked with the blood of a generation, as British citizen-soldiers
were sent forward in a fatuous frontal tactic that sacrificed tens of thousands of “the bravest and the best”
to the remorseless Maxims.
“Even as we fired, it was a pitiful sight,” a German corporal later wrote. “To see all those English boys striding
towards us in rows, to be mown down like so many stalks of corn …”
In some places, a single well-placed machine-gun butchered almost an entire battalion. Clouds of steam rose
from the cooling-jackets of hundreds of ceaselessly firing Model ’08 Spandau Maxims, each one of which
soon boiled dry. Breeches became red hot on the guns, and barrels soon wore out, having been fired long
after the design maximum of 5,000 rounds. Frantic gunners cranked in new ammunition belts to start their
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weapons chattering again, relentlessly mowing down fresh targets
in the next wave of young soldiers
striding to their deaths over their
comrades’ bodies. The ferocity and
volume of the defensive fire was
an unexpected shock.
British Commander-in-Chief on the
Western Front General Sir Douglas
Haig, along with other leaders who
planned the assault, had assured
unit officers that it would be “a
walkover," an easy victory because
of the overwhelmingly heavy
British artillery bombardment
aimed to smother the German
trenches. As well, seven huge
mines had been exploded under
the German positions minutes before Zero Hour, intended to demoralize the enemy even more. In
all, Allied guns fired a huge bombardment of over 1,738,652 artillery shells in a pre-attack barrage
that had lasted five previous days
and nights.
Private Frederick Palmer, an American volunteer who took part himself and later wrote extensively
about his war experiences, vividly
described the massive bombardment:

“After dark, the scene from a hill
as you rode towards the horizon of
flashes was one of incredible grandeur. As you looked towards the
German lines, the blanket of night
was pierced and slashed by the
flashes of gun blasts; overhead,
the blood-curdling hoarse sweep
of their projectiles; and beyond,
the darkness had been turned into a chaotic, uncanny daylight by the jumping, leaping, spreading blaze of
explosive which made all objects on the landscape stand out in flickering silhouette. Spurts of flame from the
great shells rose out of the bowels of the earth, softening with their glow the sharp, concentrated, vicious
snaps of light from shrapnel. Little flashes played among big flashes, and flashes laid over flashes shingle-
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fashion in a riot of lurid competition, while at some places along the line of German trenches lay a haze of
shimmering flame from the rapid fire of our trench mortars.”
“The observer's mind”, said Palmer, “was numbed by the display.” The official purpose “was to cut the Germans’ barbed wire, smash their trenches, penetrate dugouts, close up their communications, bury their machine-guns, crush each strong-point in that maze of warrens, lay a barrier of death across all roads and, in
the process of killing and wounding, imprison the men of the front line beyond relief by fresh troops, and
shut them off from food and munitions.” In fact, though, very little of the enemy’s wire had been cut.
As for the intended vast German casualties, the majority of defenders were unharmed, huddling safely 30
feet below ground in deep bomb-proof bunkers to wait out the shellfire. They waited in comfortable barracks, even dining rooms with paneled walls, plus electric lights, hospital wards, rails for ammunition trucks,
and artillery command posts. Half-deafened but mainly unscathed, the Germans were ready when the bombardment ceased, springing up to man their weapons as the British troops came within range -- and the great
slaughter began.
Clearly, everything had gone horribly wrong from the start, not a bit like the way it was planned.
Then in the second year of the war, both sides were at a stand-still, facing each other in trenches that
stretched from the Belgian coast to the Swiss Alps. One of the most striking features of this line was a bulge
formed by a German position called the Noyon Salient. It was a seemingly invincible position above a long
slope, dominating the British positions along the Somme’s north bank. This gentle river of shallow channels,
low islets and marshy swampland had always been an important military barrier, as far back as Roman times.
In the spring of I916, the enemy bulge against the ancient line became the focus of plans for a massive attack
by General Haig.
In fact, the Somme sector-attack had been first suggested by French Commander General Joseph “Papa”’
Joffre, who wanted the British to
get involved in a
major new battle
to help relieve the
pressure his own
army had felt at
Verdun since February. He proposed a concerted
offensive, with the
French objective
being Perronne,
while the British
drove for Bapaume. He liked
the idea of the
Somme as the
start-line because
both Allied lines
met at the river
Gordon Highlanders crossing No Man’s Land on July 1
bank. Joffre con-
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sidered the ground to be “favorable to a powerful offensive.”
Initially, Haig resisted the site, preferring instead an attack in Belgium, supported by amphibious landings
behind enemy lines. However, he was eventually swayed by the adamant Joffre. Britain’s Official History noted later: “Haig unvaryingly met the French wishes wherever possible. . . The Somme battle was fought not
only on the ground and day selected by the French, but at the very hour selected by them; and that neither
place, nor date or time was what the British Commander-in-Chief would have chosen.”
As catastrophic events proved, the particular spot accepted reluctantly by Haig was actually the worst possible place to attack. Having long been a relatively quiet sector, the Germans had ample time in the past two
years to prepare it against any frontal assault. By mid-1916, their Somme line was heavily fortified with a
perfectly sited defensive network of hundreds of interlocking strong points, redoubts, machine-gun nests,
and artillery positions, each on spurs overlooking each other to provide a huge volume of crossfire. The enemy preparations were fully known to the generals of the Allied high command, yet they went ahead anyway,
planning a shoulder-to-shoulder joint offensive they breezily dubbed “The Big Push".
The idea was for the French to attack all along the front south of the Somme bend, in concert with a British
assault to the north of the river that would punch through enemy lines and wheel north into open country in
the German rear. Then, it was assumed Haig’s beloved horse-cavalry would lead the Allied armies in a triumphant race for Berlin.
Not only were the German positions well-nigh impregnable, those along the ridge looked right down into the
British lines -- British preparations were clearly revealed. Reports went each day to German headquarter
staff, keeping it well-apprised of the British moves. When the colossal bombardment started on June 24, orders came for German troops to go underground, except for a few hundred luckless sentries detailed to
watch from front-line parapets. The alarm was only to be given stand-to only when any lull in enemy artillery-fire presaged the expected British infantry assault. A German listening-post even intercepted a British
telephone message sent at 2:45 a.m. on Zero Day, which urged all ranks to “hold tight to every yard gained
in the day’s coming attack.”
There were other more obvious indications, too. One German observer recalled, “That morning, we could
see masses of steel helmets inside the British front lines, and crowding far back along the reserve trenches,.
“We knew they were coming even before their guns lifted to shell further to our rear. We heard the sounds
of enemy officers’ whistles, and could see Tommies swarming up over their front parapets. The alarm was
sounded into our shelters below, summoning comrades up to quickly man the parapets.”
Many leading British battalions were decimated just minutes after going over the top. Their dead bodies
showered back down into their own trenches or piled along the parapets, impeding second-wave troops trying to follow. They died when clumped to file through the few gaps in the wire, where the Spandaus were
already registered. And many more died when they did get through to march in open order toward the enemy. Hopeless as the ordinary soldier’s plight was, platoon officers fared even worse. Taught to expose themselves recklessly for the sake of leadership, officer casualties were typically six times greater than those of
other ranks. Lieutenants and captains died in droves, either picked off by enemy snipers detailed to particularly target British officers, or machine-gunned as they strode gallantly ahead of their men.
A large proportion of battalion commanders also became casualties, nearly all having chosen to disregard
orders to stay behind in their dugouts. Time and again, some contacted their brigadiers, pleading to call off
attacks which were proving suicidal. “No, you must stick to the plan, to the letter,” they were told. Hopelessly, lieutenant-colonels would order their last remaining reserve companies forward -- then go out to die with
them.
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Most of the British losses came during the very first hour, a bloody 60 minutes in which almost 30,000 men
were killed or wounded. Eighty percent of the leading units had become casualties within 10 minutes after
Zero Hour. The easy slaughter was so great, some Germans became almost intoxicated by the volume of killing. Laughing unbelievingly, many stood on top of their own parapets to take better aim at the packed enemy
ranks falling helplessly under their fire.
The burdened British troops made tempting, slow-moving targets. Every infantryman was heavily laden with
regulation “fighting order" -- steel helmet, entrenching tool, groundsheet, water bottle, haversack with personal kit, gas mask, wire-cutters, field-dressings, and bandoliers of ammunition, plus his rifle and bayonet -comprising an average load weighing 66 pounds. In reality, their individual load was often even heavier, as
various extra items were distributed for men to carry, including hand grenades, Lewis-gun magazines, picks
and shovels, flags and pennants, sandbags, carrier-pigeon boxes, and scaling poles.

According to the Official History: “The total weight made it difficult to get out of a trench, unable to move
quicker than a slow walk, or to rise and lie down quickly. This overloading of infantrymen is regarded by
many infantry officers as one of the principal reasons for the heavy losses and failure of their battalions, for
their men could not get through the machine-gun zone with sufficiently safe speed.”
An officer of the German 180 Regiment recalled: “When the leading British line was within a hundred yards,
the rattle of machine-gun and rifle broke out along the whole line of shell holes. Some of us fired kneeling so
as to get a better target, whilst others in the excitement of the moment stood up regardless of their own
safety to fire into the crowd of them. Badly-wounded rolled about in their agony, and others crawled to the
nearest shell hole for safety. The British soldier, however, has no lack of courage, and once his hand is set to
the plough, he is not easily turned from his purpose. Instead of a leisurely walk, they began to cover the
ground in short rushes at the double, with fixed bayonets. The shouting of orders and the shrill cheers as the
British charged forward could be heard above the intense fusillade of machine guns and bursting bombs. All
this mingled with the moans of the wounded and last agonized screams for help. Again and again, the extended lines of British infantry broke against the German defense like waves on a cliff, only to be beaten
back.”
Meanwhile, first word of the battle was being received by General Haig sitting by the telephone at Chateau
de Valion at Beauquesne, his forward headquarters. The first news was likely reassuring at the time, as he
confidently wrote in his diary: “Reports up to 8 [a.m.] seem most satisfactory.” Even before less optimistic
reports arrived from corps commanders, however, he must have seen with his own eyes the grim indication
of how badly things were going. All nearby roads passing his headquarters became clogged with ambulances
full of stricken men, or with the limping columns of walking wounded. Strangely enough, the reports that
came in throughout most of the day gave such a confusing and contradictory picture that the real result of
the battle remained unclear until late evening.

One of those who could have made a better battle-front report was Captain Siegfried Sassoon MC, later to
write his classic Memoirs of an Infantry Officer. He led a wire-clearing party of the Royal Welsh Fusiliers that
day, and soon after described the scene in his diary:
“I am staring at a sunlit picture of Hell, and still the breeze shakes the yellow weeds, and poppies grow where
some shells fell a few minutes ago. Weather cloudless and hot… Manchesters left New Trench, many walked
casually across with sloped arms. There were about forty casualties on the left. Through my glasses, I could
see one man moving his left arm up and down as he lay on his side; his face was a crimson patch. Others lay
still in the sunlight while the swarm of figures disappeared over the hill. At 2:50 p.m. nothing to be seen in No
Man's Land but the casualties."
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Witnesses constantly remarked later about the mind-numbing sight of tens of thousands of bodies lying everywhere in the sunshine. Far more khaki-clad dead and wounded were to be seen than those in field gray.
The German dead were mostly hidden within their trenches, where they had been caught by artillery shells
or the rifles of such British troops as had
reached that far. The casualties in the open
lay still or squirmed in agony, screaming for
water or medical aid amidst the incredible
litter of the battlefield.
Strangely noticeable, too, was the great volume of paper, maps and letters that
fluttered among the bodies. But the combined variety of all litter was immense. Shell
cases and smoldering uniforms were mixed
with the churned earth. Countless splintered
rifles stuck up in the chalky soil, and mortars
poked their mud-filled barrels from toppled
trench walls of sandbags.
Crumpled aircraft wrecks were to be seen in
No Man’s Land, too. But the infantryman’s
detritus was the most common -- discarded
packs, scaling ladders, and rolls of barbed
wire. Ration cartons, rum jars, bundles of
rocket flares, empty ammunition boxes, unraveled bandages, webbing equipment, bandoliers of bullets, Mills bombs, map cases,
splintered wheel-carts and thousands of unexploded shells lay all around. But worst of
all was the profusion of bodies, an unbelievably lavish waste of mankind -- modern war
gone mad along the death-strewn Somme
front.
Among what must have been thousands of incidents of individual courage, nine Victoria Crosses were won
that day — by men of the Green Howards, West Yorkshire Regiment, Royal Irish Rifles, Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers, Royal Irish Fusiliers, Royal Army Medical Corps, Seaforth Highlanders, and the Highland Light Infantry.
Of all the battalions taking part, 32 of them suffered more than 500 casualties each.

Keeping in mind that battalions each had average posted strengths of 30 officers and 700 men, the following
are typical of losses on June 1, 1916: 8th Kings Own Yorkshire Light Infantry, casualties, 21 officers, 518 men;
8th York & Lancaster, 21 officers, 576 men; 11th Sherwood Foresters, 17 and 420; 2nd Royal Berkshires, 27 and
347; 2nd Lincolns, 21 and 450; 1st Royal Irish Rifles, I7 and 429; 2nd West Yorkshire, 8 and 421; 2nd Middlesex
lost 72 officers, 601 men. Worst-hit unit of all was the 10th West Yorkshires, losing 710 officers and men (one
of them, a family relative of this writer).
Despite such losses, stories of gallantry were legion, but told as part of collective tragedy. A brave band of
Northumberland Fusiliers somehow managed to storm and occupy a German redoubt, only to be destroyed
by flame throwers. Two companies of Green Howards were slain at the moment of triumph in a trench they
cleared, when a single machine gun caught them in enfilade. The bodies of more than a hundred Lancashire
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Fusiliers were later found amidst a ring of bayoneted enemies.
The 36th (Ulster) Division made the farthest advances of the day and earned four Victoria Crosses in the process. Though the pugnacious Ulstermen managed for a while to take and hold portions of the Schwaben Redoubt near Thiepval, the few hundred survivors who eventually staggered back testified to the grim cost of
Irish bravery, almost a 5O-percent casualty rate. Even now, the anniversary of the June 1st battle is observed
as a sad day of mourning in Northern Ireland.
Perhaps most terrible was the fate of almost the entire Newfoundland Regiment. These gallant men from
Britain's oldest colony (not then part of Canada) were volunteers all, some of whom had already seen action
at Gallipoli. They set off in mid-morning, unquestioningly obeying orders to make a frontal attack on the enemy line opposite Beaumont Hamel. They were so keen, they set off over open ground from a reserve trench,
rather than delay by going the safer route through congested communications trenches. The battalion of 752
Newfoundlanders came under fire immediately, taking heavy losses as they advanced in full view of the Germans in Y Ravine. Then they began to pass through row gaps in the barbed wire, spots previously wellregistered in the sights of waiting Spandau crews. Within minutes, the gaps were choked with dead and dying men, and the battalion ceased to exist – 91% casualties, 26 officers and 658 men killed or wounded. Today, their bronze memorial in shape of a caribou is one of the most haunting sights along the Western Front.
Despite the appalling losses, more and more British soldiers were ordered to attack. Before noon, General Sir
Henry Rawlinson, commander of the
Fourth Army, had fed in 129 battalions,
more than 100,000 men. One of every
two soldiers was a casualty; three out of
four officers. By sundown of that terrible
First of July, Britain had suffered its most
calamitous losses ever in a single day’s
battle -- 60,000 casualties. In all, 19,240
soldiers were dead, and an additional
40,000 wounded, captured or missing.
When General Haig first heard that the
casualty figures already exceeded 40,000
and were still rising, he dryly commented:
“This can be considered severe, in view of
the numbers engaged.” Even after all the
full details of horror were in on the evening of July 1, Haig instructed General
Rawlinson to continue the attack next
day, with no change in plans. Yet more
slaughter was to follow, as General Haig
turned his mind to a war of attrition
against the enemy.
The battle rumbled on for another 4
months, involving battalions from nearly
every regiment of the British Army and
five divisions of the Dominions -- two Canadian, two Australian, and one from
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New Zealand. All took grievous losses, but the South African Brigade was so butchered at Delville Wood that
the ground is consecrated in its perpetual memory. Seemingly learning nothing, Haig repeatedly flung troops
into the meat-grinder. Time and again, preliminary bombardments were followed by brave, futile infantry
attacks against massed machine-guns and artillery.
The Germans, too, suffered hideously high casualties
as an equally obdurate General Erich von Falkenheyn
ordered massive counter-attacks. When winter
weather finally brought the offensive to a standstill in
November 1916, the British casualties numbered
481,842 against the German 236,194. (However,
some estimates do place the actual German loss at a
higher figure.)

For this massive cost in human lives, the British front
line had advanced a mere four miles. The following
New Year, Haig was promoted to Field Marshal by
King George V, despite the efforts of Prime Minister
Lloyd George to have the C-in-C sacked. Haig continued with similar attrition tactics in 1917, when British
and Empire forces were butchered at Second Ypres.
As if the July 1st. Somme debacle had never happened, he kept ordering masses of troops into hells
of mud and shells, costing another 244,897 casualties
before Passchendaele was captured by Canadian
troops.
After the war, Haig served briefly as commander of the British occupation army in Germany . However, in
1919, Field Marshal Haig received an earldom and the huge cash award of £100,000, a glaring contrast to the
widespread poverty and unemployment of most demobilized ordinary soldiers. He busied himself with veterans’ affairs, helped organize formation of the British Legion, and was much in demand at war memorial dedication ceremonies.
He accompanied King George on the Royal Pilgrimage to Western Front battlefields in 1922, then retired
from the Army. Significantly, though, alone among all the World War One senior generals, Haig was never
appointed to any public official position in return for his services. While a few of his previous subordinates
became colonial governors, high commissioners, or Members of Parliament, the British parliament quietly
snubbed the general considered most responsible for the Somme and Passchendaele butcher’s bills.

It is difficult to know what emotion underlay that impassive Scot, but his own written memoirs express neither remorse nor self-doubt about having presided over the most costly battle of British arms. He claimed
vindication of his Somme attrition tactics in that they had relieved the beleaguered French at Verdun and
taken pressure off other allies on the Italian and Russian fronts. Any one of these achievements, he said, justified his mass-attack policy.
Though widely disliked in Britain, he enjoyed remarkable loyalty among many ex-servicemen until his death
in 1928 at the age of 66, and his state funeral was attended by over 100,000 people. Today, an imposing
bronze equestrian statue to Earl Field Marshal Haig stands in London’s Whitehall – close by the National Cenotaph that honors the British Commonwealth’s one and a quarter million WW1 dead.
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Fallen Scots Piper honoured
A special memorial stone has been laid in the hometown of a Scots/Canadian soldier who won the Victoria
Cross during World War One.
Piper James Cleland Richardson was awarded the highest military honour given to Armed Forces personnel in the British Empire and Commonwealth countries for his actions on 8 October 1916.James was
originally from Bellshill before immigrating to Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada and then Chilliwack, BC. He was a Piper in the 72nd
Seaforth Highlanders, Canadian Scottish Battalion who fought and
died at Ancre Heights on the Somme.
Unveiling the memorial, Provost of North Lanarkshire Jim Robertson
said: "The sacrifice and bravery of those who fought in the Great War
must not be forgotten and it gives me great pride to officially dedicate
this memorial to Piper Richardson."
UK Communities Minister Lord Bourne said: "The paving stone ceremony for James Richardson is a fitting tribute to his exceptional courage in the face of adversity, and his tireless work in keeping up the energy of his fellow soldiers.
"Britain's First World War heroes are as inspirational now as they were a century ago, and I hope this ceremony can bring the community together to remember their hero—on both sides of the Atlantic.
"While a century may have passed, the heroes who fought and died for our liberty and freedom are just as
inspirational now and we all owe them a huge debt of gratitude."
The service at the War Memorial outside Bellshill Academy was attended by family relatives including his
Great Nephew Dan. The Canadian Defence, Chief of Staff, LCol Simon Rushen also represented Canada at the
ceremony.
In August 2013, the UK Government announced a campaign to remember Victoria Cross recipients from the
First World War. As part of this, commemorative paving stones will be laid in the birth place of recipients to
provide a lasting legacy within communities.
It will see all 627 VC recipients of the
First World War commemorated in
this way, with 469 laid in communities in England, Wales, Scotland and
Northern Ireland.Six men achieved
this distinction in North Lanarkshire,
including James, for their outstanding bravery and sacrifice during the
Great War 1914 - 1918.
North Lanarkshire Council is paying
the costs of laying and maintaining
the stones which are provided by the
Department for Communities and
Local Government.
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WFA Calendar 2017
The WFA 2017 Calendar (sample to left)
ncludes high quality, modern images of
scenes from the Western Front. The images
are specially selected from the work of a
number of superb Western Front photographers.
Opens out to A3 when hung on your wall.
£13.50 (inc P&P) for the rest of the world

Buy it from the mother-ship WFA at
http://eshop.westernfrontassociation.com/
product/wfa-calendar-2017/
You can see here a montage of all the incredibly beautiful photographs
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On My Honour …
In 1903, at the age of 18, Captain Robert Campbell started his career in the British Army. He was leading the
First Battalion East Surrey Regiment when World War I started.
In July of 1914, Campbell and the soldiers of the First Battalion East Surrey Regiment were sent to MonsConde canal in the northwest of France.
He was captured and seriously
injured one week later after an
attack by German forces. The Germans took him to a military hospital in Cologne, where he was
treated. When he recovered from
the injuries he was taken to the
prisoner-of-war (POW) camp in
Magdeburg, Germany.
We wouldn’t be talking about
Captain Campbell if his story wasn’t so unique as it is. Two years
after his capture he received
word that his mother, Louise
Campbell, had cancer and was
close to death.
He decided to write personally to
Kaiser Wilhelm II, begging to be
allowed home to visit her for one last time. He didn’t expect that the Kaiser would agree to such an unusual
demand, so he was surprised to hear that the German leader granted his request and allowed him two
weeks leave, but under one condition – that he promise to return to the prison camp.
He gave his word and was indeed released. After arriving in England on the 7th of December 1916, he spent a
week with his mother at his family home in Gravesend. After that, he returned to Magdeburg as he promised
to the Kaiser and was again sent to the POW camp.
Captain Campbell was among troops like these ones when he was captured at the very start of the war. Photo Credit
Historian Richard van Emden, who uncovered this remarkable example of wartime honesty, told The Times it
was a highly unusual agreement even by the most chivalrous standards of the day.
He also added, “Capt Campbell was an officer and he made a promise in his honor to go back. Had he not
turned up there would not have been any retribution on any other prisoners.”
In February of 1917, Captain Campbell’s mother died while he was still a prisoner. At that time, Captain
Campbell and a group of other prisoners were digging a tunnel out of their camp.
They managed to escape, but they were caught near the border of the Netherlands and sent back.
Capt Campbell was freed from the camp at the end of the war and returned to Britain. He eventually retired
from the military in 1925. He again joined his former regiment at the outbreak of the Second World War in
1939. He managed to survive the war unscathed and died in July 1966, aged 81
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One Nubian + One Zulu = A Zubian ?
HMS Nubian and HMS Zulu were
Tribal Class destroyers of the Royal
Navy, built in the decade before the
outbreak of war.
HMS Zulu was part of the Dover
based 6th Flotilla because this class
did not have the range for open sea
operations.
In November of 1916, Zulu hit a mine
in the English Channel off Dunkirk
and was cut in two, with the stern
sinking and taking three sailors with
it. HMS Zulu was towed to Calais by a French destroyer.
Just a week earlier, HMS Nubian was also on patrol in the channel when its
flotilla was called upon to defend against a large group of German torpedo
boats. Some bad maneuvering and mistaken identity caused Nubian to be
surrounded by the enemy and surprised by their opening fire. Nubian responded by attempting to ram one of the boats, but a torpedo put her out
of commission and blew off the bow. Nubian drifted and went aground on
the English shore.
The Admiralty, rather than scrapping two ships, ordered that the working
front of Zulu get paired up with the good back of Nubian and a new ship to
be launched.
This process only took a few months and Zubian was launched in February
1917 from the wreckage of the two Tribal vessels. Four months later,
HMS Zubian was commissioned and put into the Dover Patrol.
The new vessel was larger than the other two, and more powerful in the
engine room. HMS Zubian acquitted itself well over the rest of the war,
successful in sinking a submarine in the Channel.
Heavy wartime use and its unnatural birth resulted in a worn out ship by the end of the war and HMS Zubian
was broken up for scrap by December 1919.
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The cover of the first issue of the Western Front Association neewsletter, courtesy of Sidney Allinson
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